
Step 1 Flower Petal Unit – (make 2)   
String 80cm of pink beads onto spool wire. Make five, 3-row 
wraparound loops. Make the base of each petal slightly pointed 
by wrapping the wire around at an angle. Start each wraparound 
loop with 1.5cm of seed beads and beginning 15cm from the end 
of the wire.  After the last petal is finished, wind the spool wire 
around the last loop twice. Secure the wires together by twisting 
the spool and the starting tail together twice immediately under 
the petals.

Step 2 Bud – (make 1)
String 60cm of pink beads onto spool wire. Make three, 3-row 
wraparound loops. Make the base of each petal slightly pointed 
by wrapping the wire around at an angle. Start each wrap-around 
loop with 1.5cm of seed beads and beginning 15cm from the 
end of the wire. After the last loop is finished, wind the spool wire 
around the last loop twice. Secure the wires together by twisting 
the spool and the starting tail together twice immediately under 
the petals. Fold the three petals so they are in line and the sides 
that show the wire most are innermost.

Step 3 Flower Calyx – (make 2)
String 9cm of green beads onto the spool wire. Make 5 
continuous loops. Each loop needs to have 1.5cm of seed beads. 
Begin beading 15cm from the end of the wire. After the last loop 
is finished wind the spool wire around the last loop twice. Secure 
the wires together by twisting the spool and starting tail together 
twice immediately under the calyx.  

Before you begin…
This simple, three-flower blossom group works beautifully by itself as a little cluster stem. These would be ideal 
for brooches, button holes or small singular flowers as jewellery embellishments. However if you would like a long 
arching stem of flowers for display, create lots of these three-flower groups then attach each one onto a stiffer wire 

or even a natural branch. You will need to refer to Basic Shape Projects – Wraparound Loops & Continuous Loops.

Materials and Tools

Wire on spool – (approx 28 gauge)
Pale pink seed beads

Dark pink seed beads (optional)
Green seed beads

Florist tape – brown (or use green)
Soft wire cutters

Round nose pliers
Chain nose pliers

Beading mat
Bead spinner

Ruler or tape measure

Cherry Blossom



Step 4 Bud Calyx – (make 1)
String 5cm of green beads onto spool wire. Make 2 continuous loops. 
Each loop needs to have 2cm of seed beads. Begin beading 15cm 
from the end of the wire. After the last row is finished wind the spool 
wire around the last loop twice. Secure the wires together by 
twisting the spool and starting tail together twice immediately under 
the calyx.  

Step 5 Centre – (make two)
Cut a 40cm piece of wire and put a little loop at one end of it so the 
beads you’re about to string don’t fall off. String 9 pink seed beads 
onto the wire (if you have some dark pink ones they’ll make a nice 
contrast to the petals). Slide 3 of the beads to within 15cm from the 
wire end. Fold the wire in half at this point. With flat nose pliers grip 
both wires together just over 1.5cm from the beads. Whilst gripping 
with pliers, hold the three beads together and twist the wire to form 
a stem. 

Step 6
Slide 3 more beads along so they are about 1.5cm from the bottom of 
the twist. Fold the wire back on itself and grip both wires with pliers 
immediately below the last twist. Twist the wires together as you did 
in step 5.  

Step 7
Repeat this process once more. Finish by twisting the two tails 
together twice.

Step 8 – Construction - Flower
Take a centre and push its two wires through the middle of the petal 
base – you may need to straddle a couple of petals if there isn’t a gap 
large enough in the centre.

Step 9
Push the wires of the petal base and centre through the middle of 
the flower calyx. Pull everything down so that it sits nice and firmly 
up against the calyx. Smoothly twist the wires together by gripping 
them all together away from the flower. Hold the pliers steady and 
twist the flower.  



Step 10 – Construction – Bud
Slot the wires of the bud petals between the two loop calyx and twist 
to form a stem as you did in step 9.

Step 11
Wrap the stems of the flowers and buds with a thin layer of brown 
or green florist tape.   Bend the flower stems to an angle about 2cm 
down from the calyx.

Step 12 – Construction 
Reattach the florist tape just below the base of the bud. Wrap down 
about 2cm then introduce the first flower so that the bend in the stem 
is level with the florist tape.  

Step 13
Wrap down 2cm and add in the second flower, this time on the other 
side. Wrap the florist tape all the way to the end. Detach and smooth 
down any loose ends.


